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Instructions: 1) All questions are compulsory.

2) Use ofnon programmable calculatoris allowed.
3) Figures to the right indicate full marks.

SECTION. I

Ql) Attempt any Three from the following

a) Solve (D * 3Iy + 3D-l)y: ,%",

b) Solve (D* 3D + 2)y -- f- 4 + 2

[18]

c) Solve (IP - 5D + 6;y: ,;n3t

d) In an L-C-R circuit the charge q on a plate ofa condenser is given by

rff+nff+f=Esinp,

The circuit is tuned to resonan ce so that f - /ra. If initially the current

i and the charge 4 be zero. Show that fbr snrall value of /, the asrrent

in the circuit at time t is given by (Efr) 
"r"pt.

Q2) a) Find the directional derivatives of 6: *z + yl at the point (2,-1,1) in
the direction of the vector i + 2i + 2k. tsl

b) Show that F =(y'-z' + 3vz-2x)i+(3xz+2x1t) j+(3xv*2xz+22)k ts both
solenoidal and inotational. Isl

c) If{, and 0, ale scalar functions, then prove th* y x ($,V$r): Vd,*Vdr[61

OR

Find the angle between the normal to the surface xy:z2.al the points
(1,4,2) and (*3,-3,3)
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Q3) a) s/eights of 4000 students are found to be normally distributed with mean
50kgs and standard deviation 5 kgs. Find the number of students iwith
weights (i) Less than 45 kgs, (ii) Between 45 and 60 kgs

(For a S.N.V.z are between z:0 and z=l is 0.3413 and that between
r7.Q and z:2 is 0.4772) 

16I

b)' 'one.percent of articres from a certain machine are defective. what is theprobabilityof 
tsl

i) no defective

ii) one defective

iii) two or more defective in a sample of 100?

c) Find the value of k, if following funcrion is a probability function. t5l

f1x1=t<-1 . oo<,r<oo
I +x.

OR

Probability of a man hitting a target is l /4. Ifhe fires seven times. whar is
the pr-obability ofhis hitting the target atleast twice.

,'.r' SECTTON-II
py') Solveanythree

a) Find Laplace Transform 
t6l

[sin210<r<nr) /(rr_l 0 r>:r

ii) (/ + sinr),

b) FindLaplaceTransform offlt1= p for0 </< 2and.l()=J(t+2). 16l

c) Find the inverse Laplace Transform 
"r pffi t6I., .l \r r lo To

d) Solve(IP+3D+Z1r:2112*r+ l),withy(0) :2,y, (O)=g. t6l

_7_
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p.i,) Solve any one.

a) Obtain the,Fourier series expansion of
t. ,.i ''t.

fl.xl=lx o(x(n
:!" l(2r-x),.<.ri2n

. ....., ,;]

.."Also find halfrange cosine series for d in (0,I ).

. ./ i
. i 1.4,.

u6l

lt6l
b) Expandflx): ; -.,0 <x < I period I into a Fourier series.

AIso expand 2x - 1 as a sine series in (0, l).

Q6) Solve any two.

a) Find the Fourier tansfo mt of 7 61 : e-|

b) Find the_ fiai;iFourier sine and cosine Transform of

flx) = 2x.in (0,9.

ft og,.,<rr\ I - -
c) Find J, ,f ('r)sinaxdx: lz t<o<2 then find f (x)

[o o>l
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